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Abstract
This work investigates feedforward control of elastic robot structures. A general serial link elastic robot
model which can describe a modern industrial robot in a realistic way is presented. The feedforward
control problem is discussed and a solution method for the inverse dynamics problem is proposed. This
method involves solving a differential algebraic equation (DAE). A simulation example for an elastic two
axis planar robot is also included and shows promising results.
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A New Approach to Modelling and Control of Flexible Manipulators

Stig Moberg and Sven Hanssen

Abstract— This work investigates feedforward control of
elastic robot structures. A general serial link elastic robot model
which can describe a modern industrial robot in a realistic way
is presented. The feedforward control problem is discussed and
a solution method for the inverse dynamics problem is proposed.
This method involves solving a differential algebraic equation
(DAE). A simulation example for an elastic two axis planar
robot is also included and shows promising results.

I. INTRODUCTION

High accuracy control of industrial robot manipulators
is a challenging task which has been studied by academic
and industrial researchers since the 1970’s. Control methods
for rigid direct drive robots are e.g. described in [6]. The
two main approaches are feedforward control and computed
torque control (i.e. feedback linearization and decoupling)
respectively. Both are based on a rigid dynamic model and
combined with a diagonal PD or PID controller. The methods
show similar results as described e.g. in [17].

Control methods for flexible joint robots (i.e. elastic gear
transmissions and rigid links) can e.g. be found in [13] and
[12]. Experiments on industrial robots are described in [5]
and [1]. The main approaches are the same as for direct drive
robots.

The trend in industrial robots is towards lightweight robot
structures with a higher degree of elasticity but with pre-
served payload capabilities. This results in lower mechanical
resonance frequencies inside the control bandwidth. The
sources of elasticity in such a manipulator are e.g. gearboxes,
bearings, elastic foundations, elastic payloads as well as
bending and torsion of the links. In [7], it is shown that there
are cases when the total elasticity in a plane perpendicular to
the preceding joint and the total elasticity out of this plane
(bending and torsion) are of the same order.

In most publications concerning industrial robots, only
gear elasticity in the rotational direction and, in some cases,
link deformation restricted to a plane perpendicular to the
preceding joint are included in the model. This restricted
model simplifies the control design but limits the attainable
performance.

This work presents a general serial link elastic model that
includes joint elasticity in all directions and thus describes a
modern industrial robot in a reasonable way. Furthermore, a
feedforward approach based on the solution of a differential
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algebraic equation (DAE) is proposed. The DAE formula-
tion of the robot feedforward problem has been described
previously by others but to the author’s knowledge never
been implemented in a simulation environment for such a
complex and realistic model structure as mentioned above.
Furthermore, a way of reducing the DAE complexity is also
proposed. Finally, the model structure and the feedforward
method are illustrated in a simulation example with a two
axis robot model.

II. AN INDUSTRIAL MANIPULATOR

The most common type of industrial manipulator has six
serially mounted links, all controlled by electrical motors via
gears. An example of a serial industrial manipulator is shown
in Fig. 1. The dynamics of the manipulator change rapidly as
the robot links move fast within its working range, and the
dynamic couplings between the links are strong. Moreover,
the robot system is elastic as described in Section I and
the gears have nonlinearities such as backlash, friction and
nonlinear elasticity. From a control engineering perspective
a manipulator can be described as a nonlinear multivariable
dynamical system having the six motor currents as the inputs
and the six measurable motor angles as outputs. The goal
of the motion control is to control the orientation and the
position of the tool along a certain desired path.

Fig. 1. IRB6600 from ABB equipped with a spotwelding gun.

III. ROBOT MODEL

In this section, a general serial link robot model capable
of adequately describing the different sources of flexibility,
as described in Section I, is proposed. This model structure
will later be used for deriving a feedforward control law. The
identification of an industrial robot using a model derived
from this general model class is described in [7].



A. General Description

The model consists of a serial kinematic chain of R rigid
bodies. One rigid body rbi is illustrated in Fig. 2 and is
described by its mass mi, center of mass ξi, inertia tensor
w.r.t. center of mass J i and length li. Due to the symmetrical
inertia tensor, only six components of J i need to be defined.
All parameters are described in a coordinate system ai, fixed
in rbi, and are defined as follows:

ξi =
[
ξi
x ξi

y ξi
z

]
(1a)

J i =




J i
xx J i

xy J i
xz

J i
xy J i

yy J i
yz

J i
xz J i

yz J i
zz


 (1b)

li =
[
lix liy liz

]
(1c)

The rigid body rbi is connected to rbi−1 by three torsional

Fig. 2. Definition of rigid body

spring-damper pairs and adds 3 DOF to the model as its
configuration can be described by three angular positions
and the given position and orientation of ai−1. The position
of ai−1 is determined of the angular positions of all rbk,
k < i. Thus, the arm system has 3R DOF (i.e. the number
of independent coordinates necessary to specify its config-
uration). M of the DOFs (maximum one per rigid body)
are actuated and corresponding to a connection of two rigid
bodies by a motor and a gearbox. Therefore, the total system
has 3R + M DOF. Note that one link (always actuated) can
consist of one or more rigid bodies.

The angular position and inertia for motor i are denoted
qi
m and J i

m respectively. The generalized coordinates qi
d (arm

angular positions) defines rotations of the coordinate systems
ai. Index d denotes the direction (x, y or z). The coordinate
systems ai are defined to have the same orientation in zero
position, i.e. qi

d = qi
m = 0. The generalized speeds are

defined as vi
d = q̇i

d and vi
m = q̇i

m. The motors are placed
on the preceding body and the inertial couplings between
the motors and the rigid bodies are neglected under the
assumption of high gear ratio, see e.g. [18], but the motor
mass and inertia are added to the corresponding rigid body.

The springs and dampers are generally nonlinear functions
expressing the gearbox torque τ i

d = τ i
d(q

i
d, q

i
m, vi

d, v
i
m) for an

actuated DOF or the constraint torque τ i
d = τ i

d(q
i
d, v

i
d) for an

unactuated DOF. For a linear spring, τ i
d = ki

d(q
i
d − qi

m) +
di

d(v
i
d − vi

m) or τ i
d = ki

dq
i
d + di

dv
i
d.

The torque control of the motor is assumed to be ideal
so the M input signals of the system, which are the motor

torque references u equal the motor torques τ . The system
has M controlled output variables, typically the position and
orientation of the robot tool.

An extension of the model is to define the number of arm
DOF as N , which can be maximum 6R, by adding three
linear springs for translational deformation. Furthermore, if
some of the springs are defined as rigid, N can be lowered.
As the purpose of this work is to study and control effects
caused by elasticity, friction is omitted.

The equations of motion are derived by computing the
linear and angular momentum. By using Kane’s method
[9] the projected equations of motion are derived to yield
a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) with
minimum number of DOFs, see also [11].

The model equations can be described as a system of first
order ODE’s

Ma(qa)v̇a = c(qa, va) + g(qa) + τa(qa, qm, va, vm) (2a)
Mmv̇m = τm(qa, qm, va, vm) + u (2b)

q̇a = va (2c)
q̇m = vm (2d)

where qa ∈ RN are the arm angular positions (qi
d) and qm ∈

RM are the motor angular positions. The corresponding
speeds are va and vm. The vector of spring torques acting on
the arm system is described by τa ∈ RN and of the spring
torques on the motors by τm ∈ RM . Ma(qa) ∈ RN×N is the
inertia matrix for the arms and Mm ∈ RM×M is the diagonal
inertia matrix of the motors. The Coriolis and centrifugal
torques are described by c(qa, q̇a) ∈ RN and g(qa) ∈ RN is
the gravity torque. The time t is omitted in the expressions.

For a complete model including the position and orien-
tation of the tool, Z, the forward kinematic model of the
robot must be added. The kinematic model is a mapping of
qa ∈ RN to Z ∈ RM . The complete model of the robot is
then described by (2) and

Z = Γ(qa). (3)

B. A Robot Model with 5 DOF: Description and Analysis

The general robot model described in Section III-A is here
used to derive a specific model. All links are aligned along
the x axis at zero position. There are in total 21 parameters
associated to one rigid body, so the model has in total 63
possible parameters. The model has R = 3, N = 3 and M =
2, i.e. 3 rigid bodies, 3 arm DOF and 2 actuated DOF. This
reduces the number of parameters in the model equations.
All parameters are defined in SI units with the motor inertia
transformed by the square of the gear ratio. Parameter values
are listed in Table I. The model is illustrated in Fig. 3
and is a planar model with linear elasticity, constrained to
work in the xz-plane with the gravitational constant g set
to zero. Note that this model has its elasticity in a plane
perpendicular to the preceding joint and do not demonstrate
the type of elasticity described in Section I. However, it is a
simple model for a first verification of the new feedforward
control algorithm. All model equations can be found in the
Appendix.



One important restriction for the type of control considered
in this work, i.e. perfect causal feedforward control, is that
the system must be minimum phase. A linear analysis of the
model for q1

y = q1
m = 0, q2

y = q2
m = 0.3 and q3

y = 0 results in
a controllable minimum phase system. A nonlinear analysis
of controllability and minimum phase behavior is outside the
scope of this article. The transfer functions of the linearized
system are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The 5 DOF model (k3y and c3y not shown)
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Fig. 4. Transfer Function Magnitude from u to motor acceleration (solid)
and cartesian acceleration (dashed).

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

rb1 rb2 rb3

mi 100 100 200
ξi
x 0.5 0.5 0.1

lix 1 1 0.2
ji
yy 5 5 50
ki

y 1E5 1E5 1E5
di

y 50 50 50
Ji

m 100 100 NA

IV. FEEDFORWARD CONTROL OF A FLEXIBLE
MANIPULATOR

The controller structure considered is illustrated in Fig.
5. Zd is the desired tool trajectory described in Cartesian
coordinates and Z is the actual trajectory. The Reference
and Feedforward Generation Block (FFW) computes the

feedforward torque uffw and the state references x̄d that
are used by the feedback controller (FDB). The robot has
uncertain parameters illustrated as a feedback with unknown
parameters ∆ and is exposed to disturbances d and measure-
ment noise e. The measured signals are denoted ym. Note
that the dimension of x̄d and ym may differ if some states are
reconstructed by FDB. The purpose of the FFW is to generate
model based references for perfect tracking (if possible). The
purpose of the FDB is, under the influence of measurement
noise, to stabilize the system, reject disturbances and to
compensate for errors in the FFW.

Fig. 5. Robot Controller Structure

In this section, we treat the design of the FFW block. The
proposed feedback controller is a diagonal controller of PID
type which often proves to be a suitable choice for realistic
industrial systems, see e.g. [15]. Only the motor position
is measured by the PID-controller (i.e. ym = qm,measured,
x̄d = qm,desired).

The forward dynamics problem, i.e. solving (2) for the
state variables with the motor torque as input involves solv-
ing an ODE. The tool position can then be computed from the
states according to (3). The inverse dynamics problem, i.e.
solving for the states and the motor torque with the desired
tool position as input to the system is generally much harder.

The inverse dynamics solution for flexible joint robots
without damping and with linear elasticity is described e.g.
in [12]. Flexible joint robots (gearbox elasticity only) have
R = M = N in the model structure described in Section III.
This is an example of a so-called differentially flat system
(defined e.g. in [16]) which can be defined as a system where
all state variables and control inputs can be expressed as an
algebraic function of the desired trajectory and its derivatives
up to a certain order. In this case the desired trajectory must
be four times differentiable.

If damping is introduced an ODE must be solved and if
the elasticity is allowed to be nonlinear the ODE becomes
nonlinear. This is e.g. observed in [19] where a DAE
formulation of the problem is suggested.

Generally, the inverse dynamics problem can be for-
mulated as a differential algebraic equation (DAE). This
is formulated and illustrated by some linear spring-mass
systems in [2] and [3]. In [3], a solution based on flatness
and a solution based on DAE yield the same result. However,
it is also concluded that solutions based on flatness are not
realistic for more complicated systems. The same conclusion
is also presented in [8] for the case of feedback linearization
for a flexible joint robot.



Another situation occurs when the number of arm DOF
is greater than the number of controlled outputs (N >
M ) which is the case for the model structure described
in III-A. The kinematic relation (3) is then non-invertible,
and solving the DAE, (2) and (3), is the natural solution.
One approximation would be to invert the linearized system
and to schedule the model used. However, for nonlinear
inverse dynamics of the system, the DAE approach should
be considered.

V. DAE BACKGROUND

The presentation in this section is primarily based on
[4] and [10]. Solving the inverse dynamics problem for
states and control signals, given the desired output, generally
involves solving the DAE described by (2) and (3). As the
name implies, a DAE consists of differential and algebraic
equations. A DAE can generally be expressed by the fully-
implicit description

F (ẋ, x, u, t) = 0 (4)

where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, u ∈ Rp is the control input
and F : R2n+p+1 → Rm. If Fẋ = ∂F/∂ẋ is nonsingular,
(4) represents an implicit ODE. Otherwise it represents a
DAE which in general is considerably harder to solve than
an ODE. The (differential) index, ν of a DAE provides
a measure of the "singularity" of the DAE. Generally, the
higher the index, the harder the DAE is to solve. An ODE
has ν = 0 and a DAE with ν > 1 is denoted a high-index
DAE. The index can somewhat simplified be defined as the
minimum number of times that all or part of (4) must be
differentiated to determine ẋ as a function of t, x, u and
higher derivatives of u. A semi-explicit DAE is a special
case of (4) described as

ẋ = F (x, y) (5a)
0 = G(x, y) (5b)

where u and t are omitted. Differentiation of (5b) w.r.t. time
yields

0 = Gy(x, y)ẏ + Gx(x, y)ẋ (6)

and if Gy is nonsingular it is possible to solve for ẏ and
the index is equal to 1. Further on, by the implicit function
theorem, it is also possible (at least numerically) to solve for
y = φ(x). This suggests a straightforward method for solving
an Index-1 DAE, which in its simplest Forward Euler form
yields (h is the step length):

1) Compute xt+1 = xt + hF (xt, yt)
2) Solve yt+1 from G(xt+1, yt+1) = 0
For arbitrary initial conditions, the DAE solution exhibits

an impulse behavior while an ODE solution is well-defined
for any initial conditions. The reason is that the solutions
are restricted to a space with dimension less than n by the
algebraic equation (5b) and its derivatives up to order ν− 1.
These differentiated constraints are often denoted implicit
constraints. Another difference from an ODE is that the DAE
solution may depend on the derivatives of the input u.

The main method for solving DAEs is to reduce the index
by some sort of repeated differentiation until Index-1 or
Index-0 form is reached. Many index reduction techniques
exist. In the numerical solution following the index reduction,
a problem denoted as drift off can occur. This means that
the solution diverges from the algebraic constraint as it
is replaced by a differentiated constraint. In these cases a
method for keeping the solution in the allowed solution
space must be used. Several methods exists, see e.g. [14]
and references therein.

One common software for solving Index-1 or Index-0
DAEs is called DASSL. The basic principle in DASSL is to
replace the derivatives in (4) with a backwards differentiation
formula (BDF) of order k. Some higher index DAEs can
be solved directly by using the simple 1-step BDF (Euler
Backwards). The drift off problem then disappears if the
original algebraic constraint is kept.

VI. INVERSE DYNAMICS SOLUTION BY INDEX
REDUCTION

The previously described model, (2) and (3), can in princi-
ple be written in semi-explicit form since the mass matrices
Ma and Mm are nonsingular. Repeated differentiation of
the algebraic constraint (3) and substitution of differentiated
states gives the following system where x[i] denotes dix/dti:

v̇a = ηa(qa, qm, va, vm) (7a)

v̇m = ηm(qa, qm, va, vm) + M−1
m u (7b)

q̇a = va (7c)
q̇m = vm (7d)

0 = Γ(qa)− Z (7e)

0 = Γ̇(qa, va)− Ż (7f)

0 = Γ̈(qa, va, qm, vm)− Z̈ (7g)

0 = Γ[3](qa, va, qm, vm, u)− Z [3] (7h)

0 = Γ[4](qa, va, qm, vm, u, u̇)− Z [4] (7i)

Note that the position and speed dependent terms from (2)
multiplied by the inverse mass matrices are denoted ηa and
ηm. The control signal u is here regarded as a state and the
full state vector is x = [qT

a , qT
m, vT

a , vT
m, uT ]T . If u̇ can be

solved from (7i) we have an Index-4 DAE and the system
consisting of (7a) - (7d) and (7h) (which is Index-1) can be
solved with e.g. the DASSL software. One problem remains:
the drift off problem described in Section V must be handled
in some way.

VII. INVERSE DYNAMICS SOLUTION BY 1-STEP BDF

The proposed solution method is the constant step size
1-step BDF applied on the original system where the DAE-
index is reduced from 4 to 3 by discarding the motor torque
equation (2b) from the system. When the remaining DAE is
solved, the control signal u can be computed from the states.
Note that a friction compensation, assuming friction in the
gearbox and motor, can be added to the motor torque without



increasing the complexity of the solution. The DAE system
to solve is then reduced to

Ma(qa)v̇a = c(qa, va) + g(qa) + τa(qa, qm, va, vm) (8a)
q̇a = va (8b)
q̇m = vm (8c)
Z = Γ(qa) (8d)

with qa ∈ RN , qm ∈ RM , va ∈ RN and vm ∈ RM , which
gives 2(N + M) states and 2(N + M) equations, and thus
we have a determined system. Note that state is somewhat
misused here as all variables in a DAE do not hold a system
memory. The states of the system are x = [qT

a , qT
m, vT

a , vT
m]T

and with reference Zd = Zd(t) implicit in the equation the
system can then be described as

F (ẋ, x, t) = 0 (9)

Consistent initial conditions w.r.t. all explicit and implicit
constraints must be given to avoid initial transients. More-
over, the trajectory reference must be sufficiently smooth
as it must be (implicitly) differentiated four times for the
(hidden) Index-4 system. This is accomplished by using a
reference Zd with Z

[4]
d , i.e. jerk derivative, well defined. The

final algorithm can be described as follows:

1) Consistent x(0) must be given
2) Solve F (x(t+h)−x(t)

h , xt+h, t + h) = 0
3) Compute control signal uffw(t + h)
4) Repeat from 2 with t = t + h

A nonlinear equation solver from Matlab (fsolve) is used
in step 2. Experiments show that the solvability of the DAE
using this method depends on the size of the system (method
tested with some positive result for 12 DOF) as well as on
the step size selection (short step size is hard) and that the
described index reduction increases the solvability.

Some commercially available software packages (Dymola,
Maple) were also tried on the same systems, but none was
able to solve these equations if the number of DOF exceeded
5. Numerical problems could also be seen for the cases where
a solution was found.

Thus, the suggested method works better than the com-
mercial software packages tested and is adequate for a
preliminary evaluation of the feedforward control method.

VIII. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

The problem specification illustrates a typical requirement
for a dispensing application (e.g. gluing inside a car body)
and is stated as follows:

• The programmed path should be followed by an accu-
racy of 2 mm (maximum deviation) at an acceleration
of 15 m/s2 and a speed of 0.5 m/s

• The specification above must be fulfilled for model
errors in the tool load by ±10 kg (i.e. ±5 % of mass 3)

• The test path is a circular path with radius 25 mm

IX. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

The robot model described in Section III-B is simulated
with the controller structure from Section IV. The FFW
block is implemented using the DAE solver from Section
VII and the FDB block is a diagonal PID controller. The
implementation is discrete time with the step size of DAE
solver equal to the sample time of the feedback controller.

No measurement noise or disturbances are used in the sim-
ulation as the purpose is to verify the feedforward algorithm.
The Cartesian Trajectory Reference Zd is a circle computed
in polar coordinates [radius r, angle Q] by integration of a
desired jerk derivative Q[4](t) shown in Fig. 6. The initial
position of the robot is according to Section III-B.

The proposed algorithm (DAEFFW) is compared to the
standard flexible joint feedforward (FJFFW) approach de-
scribed previously. The non-actuated DOF is then regarded
as rigid by the controller. The remaining stiffness parameters
k1

y and k2
y are computed to include the k3

y in the best possible
way.

The result of the simulations (control signals DAEFFW
and path error for both methods) with nominal parameter
values and sample time 0.5 ms can be seen in Fig. 7 and 8.
The circular path is shown in Fig. 9. As an illustration of
the need for high bandwidth modelbased feedforward at high
speed path tracking, the result for the PID controller with no
feedforward is included in the last figure.

The maximum error for DAEFFW is 0.32 mm (nominal
parameters) and 1.39 mm (tool load ±10 kg). The corre-
sponding values for FJFFW is 1.74 mm and 2.82 mm. The
result confirms that feedforward is naturally sensitive to
model errors but the result also shows that the specification
could be fulfilled and that a more advanced feedforward
still can yield better result than a less complex one. There
are many ways to handle the robustness problem of robot
feedforward control. Some suggestions:
• Reducing uncertainty by user identification of uncertain

parameters (e.g. tool load identification)
• Improved feedback control with arm side sensors added
• Smoothing the trajectory on the expense of cycle time

performance
Increasing the sample time to 1 ms increases the nominal

error for DAEFFW to 0.64 mm. This sample time sensi-
tivity could also be expected since we are using an Euler
Backwards approximation of the derivatives and this could
certainly be improved.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed feedforward method shows promising re-
sults. The method is sensitive to model errors as can be
expected for a feedforward method. The sampling time
selection is critical for good performance as well as for
solvability of the DAE. The limitation of this method is that
the system must be minimum phase.

Future work will include testing the method on a more
complex robot model, e.g. by increasing the number of DOF
and by introducing non linear elasticities, as well as testing



the method on real robot structures. Alternative DAE solvers
and robustness issues should also be addressed in the future.
Since the the model structure presented can become non-
minimum phase, methods for dealing with this is of greatest
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importance.

APPENDIX

The 5 DOF model from Section III-B can be described
by the following equations where the position and speed
dependent terms from (2) are denoted γa and γm:

Ma(qa)v̇a = γa(qa, qm, va, vm)
Mmv̇m = γm(qa, qm, va, vm) + u

q̇a = va

q̇m = vm

Z = Γ(qa)

The following shorthand notation is used:

s1
y = sin q1

y, c1
y = cos q1

y etc.

The inertia matrices Ma and Mm are defined and com-
puted as:

Mm =
[
J1

m 0
0 J2

m

]

Ma =




M11 M12 M13

M21 M22 M23

M31 M32 M33




M11 = (ξ1
x)2m1 + (s2

y)2(l1x)2m2 − (−c2
yl1x − ξ2

x)m2(c2
yl1x

+ ξ2
x) + j1

yy − (s3
yc2

yl1x + s3
yl2x + c3

ys2
yl1x)m3(−s3

yc2
y

l1x − c3
ys2

yl1x − s3
yl2x) + j2

yy − (−ξ3
x + s3

ys2
yl1x − c3

yc2
yl1x

− c3
yl2x)m3(c3

yc2
yl1x + c3

yl2x − s3
ys2

yl1x + ξ3
x) + j3

yy

M12 = j3
yy + j2

yy − (−c2
yl1x − ξ2

x)m2ξ
2
x + (s3

yc2
yl1x + s3

yl2x

+ c3
ys2

yl1x)m3s
3
yl2x − (−ξ3

x + s3
ys2

yl1x − c3
yc2

yl1x−
c3
yl2x)m3(c3

yl2x + ξ3
x)

M13 = j3
yy − (−ξ3

x + s3
ys2

yl1x − c3
yc2

yl1x − c3
yl2x)m3ξ

3
x

M21 = ξ2
xm2(c2

yl1x + ξ2
x)− s3

yl2xm3(−s3
yc2

yl1x − c3
ys2

yl1x

− s3
yl2x)− (−ξ3

x − c3
yl2x)m3(c3

yc2
yl1x + c3

yl2x − s3
ys2

yl1x

+ ξ3
x) + j2

yy + j3
yy

M22 = (ξ2
x)2m2 − (−ξ3

x − c3
yl2x)m3(c3

yl2x + ξ3
x) + j2

yy

+ (s3
y)2(l2x)2m3 + j3

yy

M23 = j3
yy − (−ξ3

x − c3
yl2x)m3ξ

3
x

M31 = ξ3
xm3(c3

yc2
yl1x + c3

yl2x − s3
ys2

yl1x + ξ3
x) + j3

yy

M32 = ξ3
xm3(c3

yl2x + ξ3
x) + j3

yy

M33 = (ξ3
x)2m3 + j3

yy

The kinematics is computed as:

Γ =
[
x
z

]

x = c3
yc1

yc2
yl3x + c1

yl1x − s3
ys1

yc2
yl3x − s3

yc1
ys2

yl3x − c3
ys1

ys2
yl3x

− s1
ys2

yl2x + c1
yc2

yl2x

z = −c3
yc1

ys2
yl3x − c3

ys1
yc2

yl3x − s1
yl1x − s3

yc1
yc2

yl3x + s3
ys1

ys2
yl3x

− c1
ys2

yl2x − s1
yc2

yl2x



Finally, the position and speed dependent terms are com-
puted as:

γa1 = s2
yl1xm2((v2

y)2ξ2
x + c2

y(v1
y)2l1x + 2v1

yv2
yξ2

x + (v1
y)2ξ2

x)

+ (−c2
yl1x − ξ2

x)m2s
2
y(v1

y)2l1x + (s3
yc2

yl1x + s3
yl2x

+ c3
ys2

yl1x)m3(2v1
yv2

yξ3
x + 2v3

yv1
yξ3

x + (v1
y)2ξ3

x + (v3
y)2ξ3

x

+ 2v3
yv2

yξ3
x − s3

ys2
y(v1

y)2l1x + 2c3
yv1

yv2
yl2x + c3

y(v2
y)2l2x

+ (v2
y)2ξ3

x + c3
y(v1

y)2l2x + c3
yc2

y(v1
y)2l1x) + (−ξ3

x

+ s3
ys2

yl1x − c3
yc2

yl1x − c3
yl2x)m3(c3

ys2
y(v1

y)2l1x
+ s3

yc2
y(v1

y)2l1x + 2s3
yv1

yv2
yl2x + s3

y(v2
y)2l2x + s3

y(v1
y)2l2x)

+ ξ1
xc1

ym1g − s2
yl1x(−s1

yc2
y − c1

ys2
y)m2g − (−c2

yl1x − ξ2
x)

(c1
yc2

y − s1
ys2

y)m2g − (s3
yc2

yl1x + s3
yl2x + c3

ys2
yl1x)((−s1

yc2
y

− c1
ys2

y)c3
y − (c1

yc2
y − s1

ys2
y)s3

y)m3g − (−ξ3
x + s3

ys2
yl1x

− c3
yc2

yl1x − c3
yl2x)((−s1

yc2
y − c1

ys2
y)s3

y + (c1
yc2

y − s1
ys2

y)c3
y)

m3g − k1
y(q1

y − q1
m)− d1

y(v1
y − v1

m)

γa2 = −ξ2
xm2s

2
y(v1

y)2l1x + s3
yl2xm3(2v1

yv2
yξ3

x + 2v3
yv1

yξ3
x

+ (v1
y)2ξ3

x + (v3
y)2ξ3

x + 2v3
yv2

yξ3
x − s3

ys2
y(v1

y)2

l1x + 2c3
yv1

yv2
yl2x + c3

y(v2
y)2l2x + (v2

y)2ξ3
x + c3

y(v1
y)2

l2x + c3
yc2

y(v1
y)2l1x) + (−ξ3

x − c3
yl2x)m3(c3

ys2
y(v1

y)2l1x
+ s3

yc2
y(v1

y)2l1x + 2s3
yv1

yv2
yl2x + s3

y(v2
y)2l2x + s3

y(v1
y)2l2x)

+ ξ2
x(c1

yc2
y − s1

ys2
y)m2g − s3

yl2x((−s1
yc2

y − c1
ys2

y)c3
y

− (c1
yc2

y − s1
ys2

y)s3
y)m3g − (−ξ3

x − c3
yl2x)((−s1

yc2
y

− c1
ys2

y)s3
y + (c1

yc2
y − s1

ys2
y)c3

y)m3g

− k2
y(q2

y − q2
m)− d2

y(v2
y − v2

m)

γa3 = −ξ3
xm3(c3

ys2
y(v1

y)2l1x + s3
yc2

y(v1
y)2l1x + 2s3

yv1
yv2

yl2x

+ s3
y(v2

y)2l2x + s3
y(v1

y)2l2x) + ξ3
x((−s1

yc2
y − c1

ys2
y)s3

y

+ (c1
yc2

y − s1
ys2

y)c3
y)m3g − k3

yq3
y − d3

yv3
y

γm1 = k1
y(q1

y − q1
m) + d1

y(v1
y − v1

m)

γm2 = k2
y(q2

y − q2
m) + d2

y(v2
y − v2

m)
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